Abstract. Observational data regarding the properties of cirrus clouds are needed to aid in the development of accurate, physically based parameterizations in climate models. The Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program, sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy, is providing continuous observations of cirrus clouds with a suite of instrumentation at several locales. In this paper, we describe an algorithm to derive the microphysical properties of optically thin cirrus clouds. This algorithm uses radar reflectivity and infrared emission spectra from an interferometer and is tailored for the specific instruments at the ARM sites. We present in situ validation of the technique and examine a cirrus case study to illustrate the sensitivity of the algorithm. In the case study, solar fluxes calculated from the retrieved microphysical parameters are compared to observed fluxes to build confidence in the algorithm results. Comparison of the retrieved quantities to microphysical parameters retrieved from satellite data is also presented.
of observational data that relate cirrus macrophysical, microphysical, and radiative properties to the atmospheric state resolved by a large-scale model. While a number of intensive observing programs directed at cirrus have been conducted in the last decade and the results emanating from these studies have greatly increased our knowledge, those results represent a few instantaneous samples in a broadly distributed continuum and, thus, have somewhat limited applicability to parameterizing cirrus in climate models. The broad gaps in the observational database can be treated in a number of ways. Perhaps the most obvious approach would be to combine cloud properties retrieved from satellite data [Minnis et al. 1993a ; Wylie and Menzel, 1989 ] with meteorological data from observational models. A second approach is to instrument very heavily a number of surface sites strategically located in climatically significant regimes and to record data continuously for many years. This latter approach has been adopted by the Department of Energy (DOE) Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program [Stokes and Schwartz, 1994] .
In anticipation of the installation of an operational cloud radar at the southern great plains (SGP) ARM site, Mace et al.
[1997] examined cirrus cloud properties derived from a 3 month cloud radar data set observed by the Penn State 94 GHz cloud radar. While this study revealed a number of interesting results, it was limited by the short duration of the data set and a lack of supporting observations. The cloud radar at the SGP site provides an opportunity to extend this methodology to longer time periods and to examine a wider range of parameters. However, to compile statistics of cirrus microphysical properties and examine relationships between cloud properties and meteorological variables, algorithms must be implemented that combine remote sensing observations to retrieve the cloud properties of interest. In this paper, we describe one such algorithm that is being implemented operationally on the ARM data streams and present a comparison of the results of the algorithm with in situ data. A cirrus case study is also examined to illustrate the response of the retrieval algorithm to a cirrus event that persists for several hours over the SGP site
Algorithm Description
A number of algorithms have been published recently which combine radar reflectivity observations with downwelling infrared radiances to derive cirrus cloud microphysical properties [Matrosov et al., 1992 [Matrosov et al., , 1994 ; hereinafter referred to as M92 and M94, respectively). The technique of M94 is an extension of M92 and retrieves ice water content (IWC) and characteristic particle size in each radar range gate by applying a statistical technique to deconvolve the Doppler velocity into mean air motions and particle terminal velocities. Our approach is to use the general ideas of M92 and calculate the layeraveraged properties of optically thin cirrus using the particular mix of observational platforms at the ARM sites. For instance M92 and M94 use a narrow filed of view infrared radiometer that has a relatively rapid response (-30 s) and wide spectral band pass (9.94-11.43 •xtn). No such instrument suitable for cirrus observations is currently operational at the ARM sites. Therefore we use, for the first time, infrared radiance spectra observed by the atmospheric emittance radiance interferometer (AERI) [ The primary assumption we employ is that the layer-mean particle size distribution (PSD) can be described adequately by a modified gamma function [Dowling and Radke, 1990 ] in the form presented by Gossard [ 1994] : A radar measures the backscatter cross section per unit volume, and this cross section can be expressed in terms of the liquid equivalent radar reflectivity factor Ze. Assuming the Rayleigh approximation is valid [Schneider and Stephens, 1995] and neglecting differences in the refractive indexes of ice and water for the moment, Ze is identical to the radar reflectivity
By using (2) in (3), we can write
Similarly, the water content can be expressed in terms of (2);
Using (4) In ( • and re (an) and c00 and re (bn) To perform the retrieval, we require that cirrus be present over the instrument, as determined by the radar, during the entire dwell time of the AERI. For a particular AERI observation containing cirrus, the radar reflectivity is corrected for gaseous attenuation by water vapor and oxygen using the algorithm of Schroeder and Westwater [1991] and are then averaged temporally and vertically through the depth of the cloud layer. In the first iteration, oe is specified to 0.5, and equation (13) is solved in each spectral interval. The ice water path and particle size are calculated using equations (5) and (6) and the Ill single-scattering properties of the layer are determined in each spectral interval .using the FL93 parameterization. The single-scattering properties are used as input to the MODTRAN3 algorithm, and the downwelling radiance in each spectral bin is computed and then compared to the observations. On the basis of the comparison, e is adjusted, and the process is repeated using the adjusted e. The iteration continues until the radiance averaged over the spectral bins converges on the observations. The number of iterations required for convergence depends on the radar reflectivity and the amount the cirrus increase the downwelling radiance over the calculated clear sky amount. The algorithm typically converges in fewer than five iterations for cirrus that have a significant layer-mean reflectivity (> -30 dBZe) and radiance at least twice the calculated clear sky value. Occasionally, the algorithm does not converge for very tenuous cirrus.
This procedure results in individual retrievals in each spectral interval, and the individual retrievals generally agree to within 10% for cirrus layer parameters such as water path and effective particle size. The differences in the spectral retrievals are most likely due to the coarse spectral resolution of the FL93 parameterization in the thermal infrared portion of the spectrum. The reported properties of the cloud are taken to be the average of the individual retrievals.
Since the AERI observations are valid over a period of time (-3 min) that may be long with respect to changes in the cloud properties, we perfo:Tn the retrieval several times using the standard deviations of the AERI radiance and radar reflectivity added and subtracted to the temporally averaged radiance and radar reflectivity, respectively. The results of the four extreme permutations of the mean case are taken to be the observational uncertainty of the spectrally and temporally averaged retrieval. M94 present additional analyses of sensitivity for radar-radiometer retrievals in cirrus clouds.
Case Study Results

April 24, 1997
Since we retrieve layer-mean quantities with the algorithm described above, in situ validation requires representative cirrus microphysical observations averaged over an entire cirrus layer.
On April 24, 1996, the NASA DCS, based in Salina, Kansas, as part of SUCCESS deployment, conducted a mission over the SGP site and performed a slow spiral descent through a uniform cirrus layer. This case is described in more detail by Mace et al. [1998] . Figure 4 shows the results of the comparison between the particle size distribution observed by the Particle Measurement Systems 2DC microphysical probe with the results of the retrieval algorithm described above. In the retrieval we assume the order of the modified gamma distribution to be unity and integrate the retrieved distribution over the 2DC size bins after converting the equivalent spherical radii to the maximum dimension of hexagonal columns using equation (8) Two explanations are possible for the discrepancy at the smallest two size bins. Since the radar responds to the sixth moment of the particle distribution and the radiance depends, to first order, on the integrated ice mass (third moment of the distribution), we are particularly insensitive to the smallest particles. We thus rely on the distribution of the larger particles to predict the distribution of the smaller. Our analysis has shown that for typical cirrus particle distributions, the bulk of the radar reflectivity is contributed by particles with effective radii between 80 and 200 gin. Therefore the retrieval accuracy of the smallest size particles depends on the correlative relationship between the larger and the smaller particles. Analysis of microphysical probe data has shown that this relationship is often tenuous; bimodal distributions are frequently observed, in which case there may be no relationship. Since we are effectively integrating over the depth of the layer, however, it is possible that these phenomena will be less important for layer averages. Further analysis is required to confirm this speculation.
An alternative explanation to the discrepancy in the smallest bins is related to the well-known difficulty of the 2DC to accurately observe the smaller end of the particle distribution. Since the 2DC observed no particles between 10 and 100 gm and, relative to the retrieval, counts too many particles in the 100-200 [•n bin, it is possible that some of the smaller particles have been improperly counted in the larger bin. Certainly, additional analysis is required to confirm both of these possibilities, and it is likely that the discrepancy results from some combination of both effects. The overall agreement shown in Figure 4 is, however, quite encouraging. In the following section we explore an alternative means to validating the retrieval by comparing the observed solar flux at the surface with the solar flux calculated from the retrieved layer properties.
Since the visible extinction is sensitive to the presence of smaller particles [Ramaswamy and Detwiler, 1986], the comparison allows us to gauge the overall accuracy of the technique for the case we consider.
April 5, 1997
The algorithm described in section 2 has been designed for operational implementation at the DOE ARM sites so that the layer-averaged microphysical properties of optically thin cirrus layers can be monitored continuously. While comparison of the retrieved results with in situ data is the preferred means of validation, in situ data are available only during infrequent intensive observing periods. Given the known variability of cirrus properties, it would be incorrect to assume that sporadic validation with in situ data confirms the validity of our results over the broad continuum of cirrus characteristics that will certainly be observed. We therefore investigate means by which individual cases can be examined independently and some In this section we present results from a cirrus event that occurred at the SGP site on April 5, 1996. While this is an interesting cirrus event in its own right, we use this case as an illustration of the products that will be generated operationally and the techniques we will use to validate the results. The cirrus shield that formed over the SGP site on April 5 occurred in association with a vigorous low-pressure system centered over However, since the radar-interferometer algorithm allows for a bulk density that depends on the particle size (see Figure 2) , the discrepancy may be partially explained by the difference in crystal density assumed by the two techniques; with particle sizes in the 90 •trn range, we would infer a bulk density near 0.5 g m '3, while the VIST algorithm assumes solid ice crystals. In essence the two retrieval algorithms sense the same amount of ice mass, but the algorithms distribute the mass differently.
It is evident from the preceding discussion that the radar-interferometer algorithm diagnoses subtle as well as substantial changes in the cloud microphysical properties. The overcast and rather uniform nature of this layer lends itself well to testing the validity of the retrieval in this way since the assumption of a plane parallel layer is reasonably approximated. The poorest agreement occurs near the end of the case (after 2200 UTC) when the solar zenith angles are becoming large (> 70ø). However, even though the absolute agreement is poor, the trend of increasing cloud forcing is accurately characterized. The microphysical properties of the layer changed markedly from earlier periods with concentrations significantly higher and effective sizes somewhat smaller. It is possible that a region of active ice crystal generation was advecting over the site at this time and the retrieval algorithm captures the evolution of the cirrus layer. If our interpretation is correct, then it is equally likely that low-reflectivity regions near the actual cloud top were below the detection threshold of the radar, and the total ice mass in the column is underpredicted, while the effective size is overestimated [Mace et al., 1998 ]. This is consistent with our overestimation of the solar transmittance during this period.
Summary and Future Work
In order to develop a continuous record of the characteristics of optically thin cirrus using the operational ARM data streams, we have developed a retrieval algorithm that uses layer-averaged radar reflectivity and observations of downwelling radiance observed by an interferometer to retrieve the layer-averaged microphysical properties in terms of an assumed low-order modified gamma size distribution. This technique uses ideas similar to those presented by M92 and M94 except that we have reformulated the scheme in terms of the FL93 radiative parameterization and constructed the algorithm to use AERI-observed infrared spectra. The retrieval algorithm is incorporated into an iterative scheme based on the MODTRAN3 radiance algorithm that accounts for scattering of radiation by the surface and cloud layer. The sensitivity of the algorithm to input data (Figure 3 ) reveals that the retrieved parameters depend to a nearly equal degree on the IR radiance and radar reflectivity. Observational uncertainty leads to larger errors in optical depth and water content as the radar reflectivity and beam emittance increase. We used in situ data to validate the algorithm (Figure 4 ) and demonstrated good agreement between a retrieved particle size distribution and a distribution collected by the PMS 2DC probe on the NASA DC8 during the SUCCESS field exercise. We also presented a case study (Plate 1) from which we retrieved the microphysical properties and used these properties to calculate the downwelling solar fluxes. Comparisons with observed fluxes and comparison with cloud properties derived from GOES data showed good agreement. We have also conducted comparisons between results from the algorithm described in this study and the M92 technique IS. Y. Matrosov, personal communication, 1998 ]. Water contents, effective particle sizes and particle concentrations showed quite good agreement.
The April 5, 1996 case study is a fortuitous example of a uniform cirrus overcast and the comparison between observed and calculated solar fluxes provide an excellent means of examining the validity of the retrieval algorithm in this case. In other cases, however, this validation approach will present some difficulties. Cirrus clouds typically have much more spatial inhomogeneity than the April 5 case, and a point-by-point comparison of observed and calculated fluxes will provide only limited information. Such a case is examined by Mace et al.
[1998] where event-averaged solar fluxes are compared and shown to provide reasonable agreement. Other sources of validation are also possible. To remove the ambiguity of plane parallel flux calculations, we require validation data sufficiently independent of the data used as input to the retrieval algorithm, and this validation data must sense some property of the zenith sky. For instance, we are investigating means of comparing computed and AERI-observed scattered solar radiances in the 3 gun atmospheric window region as well as comparing with solar radiances observed by the whole sky imager. We also plan to use the retrieved microphysical properties in a forward calculation of GOES and AVHRR solar and IR radiances.
Comparison of optical depths derived from sun photometer, shadow band radiometer, and lidar data will also be used for validation when these products are available. It may also be possible to use some of these observations as additional input data to the retrieval algorithm. Applying confidence limits on data collected at night will be developed as we gain additional experience with daytime cases. From a radiative point of view, the only requirement for the night data is that they provide the correct downwelling and upwelling radiances. The downwelling radiance is guaranteed, and we will perform a forward calculation of the upwelling radiances for direct comparison to satellite measurements.
Preliminary calculations using data from the operational 8 mm radar at the SGP site are encouraging, and development of a long-term climatology of thin cirrus microphysical properties is ongoing. We are also developing algorithms that treat more general situations. The algorithm described in this paper as well 
